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This project is an extension of a COE research program entitled "Phase Control ofAbstract of

Spin-Charge-Photon Coupled Systems", which was funded from FY1996 through FY2002.Research

In this project, the novel phenomena discovered in the strongly correlated electron systemsProject

(SCES) during the COE program will be integrated into functional materials and devices.

Exchange interaction, electron correlation, and charge transfer all compete in SECS with the

energy scale as large as many electron volts resulting in delicate and drastic phase balance.

We took the advantage of the large energy scale of photons to modify and control the phase

balance; strong magneto-optic response, nonlinear optical effects, and photoinduced phase

transitions are among the novel phenomena found for the first time in the COE program. In

this project, we will explore the way that leads to the engineering of the next generation.

Close collaboration will be continued to make full use of our expertise; materials design and

detailed measurements, laser spectroscopy, and theoretical studies. The topics to be

investigated include, (1) photoinduced phase control and electronics based on the electron

correlation (Miyano), (2) materials design for new functionality in SCES (Tokura), (3)

exploration of electron correlation phenomena in molecular matter (Kanoda), (4)

establishment of a guiding principle for the functionality design using the quantum field

theory (Nagaosa), and (5) SECS opto-electronics (Kuwata-Gonokami).
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